
The Rope That Tied Up Broadway Traffic—The Sophomores
at Columbia (it's a college) dragged the Freshmen out into
Broadway, thereby adding to Mayor Walker's traffic problem.

(Pacific andAtlantic)

ame Fi
for Cloudy Teeth

—for serious tooth and gum disorders. Remove ittwice each
day with the special film-removing dentifrice dentists urge.

IN ten cases of dull, discolored teeth, nine may Film, too, is the basis of tartar. And germs,
be traced to a dingy film that ordinary brush- with tartar, are thecause of pyorrhea. Itabsorbs

ing fails to remove successfully. That is the discolorations from food and smoking. And
opinion of modern dental specialists Serious makes pretty teeth look 'off color."
tooth and gumdisorders, including pyorrhea, are

Pepsodent first curdles that film. Then removesalso traced to film as their chief cause.
it in gentle safety to enamel. It acts to firm theFilm must be removed twice daily. To do this,

dentists urge the special, film-removing denti- gums and give them healthy, coral color. It mul-
frice Pepsodent-- different in formula and in tiplies the alkalinity of the saliva and keeps the

maction from all others. One whose roam purpose mouth clean Largely on dental advice, thousands
is to remove this dangerous coating from teeth. are discarding old ways for it. Get it wherever

Film is the great enemy of pretty teeth and dentifrices are sold or write The Pepsodent Co.,
healthy gums. It clings to teeth, gets into crev- 1104 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, for free 10-day
ices and forms a breeding place for germs. It tube. Smiles will be brighter, teeth whiter and
invites the acids of decay. more healthy within a few days' time.
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We could make Pepsodent
to sell at a lower price.
But itwouldnot contain the
properties millions know
willwhitenteeth as noother
safe method does. Nor
wr uldit embody the costly
agents science recommends
to combat serious tooth end
gum drsorder.:. Beware
whenlovely teethareplaced
at stake.

Peps acLehl (Above) YOUTH AND AGE show an equalinterest
in the historical carriage of President Lincoln Miss
Beulah McGee is enjoying thereminiscences of WilliamH. Rupe. Pepsodent daily guards her pleasing ladle.Ell=l
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(Above) ASK YOUR DENTIST the
secret of gleaming teeth. "Keep dull
film off your teeth," he will say. That's
why the use of Pepeodent, the special
film-removing dentifrice, is so wide-

spread today.

PEPSODENT—A scientific denti-
frice compounded solely to remove

dingy film from teeth.


